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Dedicated

To those that live for my writings; you keep me alive.

To the lost boys that feel forever alone in this reality… I know the feeling.

This is for you.



“My life one echoless monotone,
Alone, alone—forever alone.”

— Margaret Lawrence Pray, 1876



Author’s Note

This is a fictional story of a boy and the perils of being lonely.

However, the truth is... it’s one that is felt by many invisible souls.

Hope is a hell of a drug in this hell of a life.
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One.

She appeared before my eyes as everything I ever wanted,
I feared, for a second, I was nothing she ever wanted,

The symmetry of her face would make goddesses jealous,
I tried to conceal my overzealousness,

Her eyes carried cosmos that inspired creativity,
I fell so deeply in love before I even knew her name,

How do I talk to a woman that leaves me speechless?
When she makes me feel like more than I am,

Something I haven’t ever felt in my life,
A new feeling that brings elation,

We glance at each other,
The spark of romance,

Where I feel like I have a chance,
Due to her eyes smiling at me,

She seemed happy,
She has felt a sadness too,

Never finding anything worth committing to,
But she felt the spark,

In our lives — that was once dark,
On the journey and conquest I was ready to embark,

She was worthy of the chase,
I smiled back and accepted her pace,
The world halted when our eyes met,

We both let the universe lead, 
Our meet was destined,

Too good to be true, 
It felt surreal,

Appreciating this awakened dream,
Where your beauty beams,

And nothing in this reality is what it seems.
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Two.

The delicacy it took to craft her every inch,
A muse that sharpens every man’s artistry,
Where to win her heart takes true mastery,

To understand her mind and body,
My soul leaves my body whenever I think of her,

Hoping our souls tie in the ether,
Where to her — I matter,

I want to embrace her hands in my hands,
I want to feel her lips against mine,

To excite her lust whenever she’s around me,
To inspire ease and comfort after our rounds,

Where our passion knows no bounds,
Where she loves to cuddle and clings when I have to leave,

Where she daydreams of my last name and a ring,
Where her desire for more of me brings her aching,

She knows I mean her no harm,
Where she pursues after my wit and charm,

Never wants to let me go,
She hugs my right arm as I drive,
The love of us makes us feel alive,

She hates when I deprive her of my presence,
Together in unison, we thrive,

Where for once in my life,
I’d love my life.

All of this is just imagination,
Of temptations with you,

Of how dearly I’d love you,
I can’t wait to finally build up the courage…

To talk to you.
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Three.

What could be more pure,
What could be more flawless,

Than you.

You’re a girl that men would go to war for,
Impossible for me to not fall in love,

For your hips eclipse the brightness of the sun,
Your curves fit rightfully into my hands,

Where I sink in the softness of your sands,
Where you follow my demands,

And our pleasure endlessly expands,
Where you yell my name,

And what burns so beautifully is our flame,
Where there’s no shame,

When we came…
together.

...
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...

Where I overcame my tame,
I aim to claim you as mine,

Where your divine intertwines with my lifeline,
I’d put my life on the line for you,

I’d fight for you.

I shed my shyness for you.

All things align,
Us meeting was by design,

Would you be mine?
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Four.

“No.” 
She says as I shed a tear.

I conquered my biggest fear,
While simultaneously, my biggest fear occurred,

I don’t remember much, it was all a blur,
You denied my glorified idea of a relationship,

My misguided thoughts and make-believe signs,
“You’re not in love, you’re in lust,” she told me.

I saw her, I couldn’t believe my eyes,
I heard her, I couldn’t believe my ears,

I understood her, I couldn’t contain my tears.

For a while, denial creeped into my psyche,
Hate began to boil as I tried to preserve any dignity I had left,

As you left me heartbroken,
The severe pain sunk into my subconscious brain,
Slowly, I began to never look at any girls the same,

I began to develop in my mind, this story,
That all girls are the same,

That all women’s default setting is vanity,
Filled by nothing but their own empty,

I slowly began to hate even me,
I couldn’t handle this horrid loneliness.

...
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...

I wanted her in my life,
A grim aura grew as I lost who I was within,

She continued to live her life,
As if I never existed,

Through life you coasted,
As you were catered to,

You flaunted the love that was by many men given to you,
Flaunted, practically taunted,

Brokenhearted — I grew somber, pleaded, and vented,
I was left wounded by your wicked,

We would have amounted to so much love,
Something you’ll never again find,

But your warmth turned cold-blooded,
I depicted you as evil, because you rejected me,

You had to remind me, 
That all our supposed “love” was only created...

Within my mind.
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Five.

Was it all in my head?
Was anything real?
Was it all imagined?

Will the torment ever end?

The sad reality of my forever,
Naive at the thought of us being together,

My story, so melancholic,
It makes me sick,

How I inspired pity,
How she was never sorry,

For hurting me,
For ripping all hope and my heart out,

Displaced, erased, disgraced,
And probably soon replaced,
This anguish I couldn’t face.

How long can one starve for love?
Before they die from famine?

Life can never brighten with this level of broken.

This drastic deficiency of intimacy,
Blissfully unaware of the damage she caused,

She became the villain in my imagination,
I started acting in revenge towards her…

Within my own perception,
Towards my own self and body,

Hating myself for the ugly,
Filling voids with temptations,

Drowning in euphoric sensations,
My own mind and room…

Became my prison.
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Six.

Engulfed in the elations,
These sweet changes where I’m finally happy,

Then, I get flashes of memories,
Thoughts of what could’ve been us,

I take my chances with death and these vices,
The sweetest of relations that make me happy,

Empty mind with my only friends...
Empty glasses — that make me ecstatic,

Rapidly, I make sure they’re full,
So, I don’t feel so alone.

Family tells me depression is what I’m prone to,
They’re so out of touch,

I can’t remember the last time I felt a woman’s touch,
This depravity has me by the clutches,

I’ve become someone that abuses,
Indulges and amuses the thought of death,

These vices are the only thing I cherish,
Ironically, keeping me alive so I can feel it more,

It inspires me to stay,
As I feel numb to all else that life has for me,

This decay to the impulses of drugs,
Stuck within the sickness of you,

I feel better for only seconds,
Then, the pain of abandonment resurfaces,

Friendless turned heartless,
What’s the point of living when it’s devoid of everything?

I don’t exist, I’m invisible to everyone,
No one knows, no one cares,

No one likes me,
Keep your prayers away from me,

These living nightmares full of despairs,
Beyond any possible repairs,

This hopelessness in life, 
No one prepares you for,

I can’t take this sorrow anymore,
For someone like me, there’s no savior,

On earth or from above,
All I ever wanted to feel was genuine love.
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Seven.

This numbness takes its toll,
The bleakness pours into my friendships,
The heaviness of my heart is too much,

The few friends I had — vanished,
Everyone did,

They couldn’t handle the morbid,
They said they cared about me,

But the second, I lost me,
They lost contact with me,

Waned away slowly,
Leaving me lonely,

One-dimensional friends only cared to see me happy,
They weren’t suited for the polar opposite,

The cold reality burned my soul,
Vanished when I needed someone to console me…

For this lack of being whole is taking a devastating toll.

They didn’t agree with my thoughts,
They didn’t like my ideas,

They never saw the whole me,
They chose to play blind to the innards of my mind,

Never cared to help me find my sanity,
They wanted to separate themselves from my crazy,

No one seems to understand me,
They virtue signal that they care about mental health,
But were quick to dispose of me when I was fragile, 

Shameful that I associated with these characters,
That exposed their own values and true character...

When someone stepped outside of the confines of their beliefs,
How could they be so cruel when I needed crucial help,

They only cared to help themselves,
They cared more about their perception of aligning themselves with me,

Than the fact I needed a remedy for this companionless reality,
Reality being that they were never my friends,

Even some family were never my family,
The time I spent caring for them when they needed it,

How wasteful, and almost laughable,
Honestly, it’s truly comical,

Because I expect these same people to show up,
Regretfully, saying how much they loved me,

At my funeral.
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Eight.

Here I stand,
Deserted after being inserted into this merciless world,

Outcasted, casted out to the streets,
Exhausted from these horrid defeats,

The only thing keeping me alive...
Is the possibility of being with her,

She makes life worth living,
Just the idea… of us.

I saw you,
You weren’t alone,

That idea shattered,
Demolished, all belief vanished,

Astonished by you holding his hand,
I couldn’t understand,

You told me you weren’t looking for a relationship,
A life unloved — radically malnourished,

Is suffering all I’m meant for?
My only promise turned into coldness,

This darkness I carried with me,
Even though we were nothing,
I expected loyalty from you,
I guess... the joke’s on me,

You saw me but acted as if I didn’t exist,
Maybe because in your reality, I don’t exist,

Just another admirer in your arsenal,
He was just another lover to ride the carousel,

A living torture turned into another level of hell,
This miserable torment of living invisible,

No one cares, no one sees,
The pain within me,

Women say they want vulnerable,
But this life is unbearable,

And it’s more than any girl wants to handle,
She was unavailable — to me,
Life—to me—is unfavorable,
Maybe I should just give up,

My life is unredeemable.
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Nine.

Fuck women.
They only care about themselves.

All I ever wanted was to care for them,
All I ever wanted was to care for one,

For one girl, for the rest of my life,
Feel happiness with her,

Make her my wife,
Make her my life,

But life dealt me a horrid hand,
These days all girls are the same,
They grow up without shame,

They don’t know anything about love,
They seek thrill,

And chase after what leaves them unfulfilled.

Once a good girl is lost,
She’s lost for life,

Once a good guy is lost,
He’s ready to lose his life.

The harm’s done, the unstable comes,
A villain he becomes,

Can’t handle the criticisms,
Numbs all aches through any mediums,

The damage bleeds into the psyche,
Society doesn’t care for the real victims.

...
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...

Women say one thing but mean the opposite,
I never understood and I can no longer take it,

Each rejection was an added bullet...
Surprised I was even still alive,

At the same time, every moment I was reminded,
How unfortunate it was that I still am,

All these other guys want to do is fuck women,
I want to love women,

I’ve never been loved genuinely by a woman…
Only when I had something they wanted, did they even pay me attention,

I’m on the brink of exploding,
Make everyone suffer like me and grieve,
When I decide from this world to leave.

Can’t you see?
I may deserve love…

But no one deserves the punishment of being with me.
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Ten.

Human existence brings suffering,
Most of which we never asked for,

To live — we never asked for,
The worst of it all is that not everyone that is worthy of love...

Will in their lives, be able to find love.

When you have no love coming from any direction,
Not from women, not from friends, not from family,

The real world becomes a despairing place,
To be wounded, dripping blood and tears,

Losing to the fears of reality,
Choosing to live passive,

As none of it matters anymore,
Games turned on, I immerse myself,

 Maybe those wins will count for something,
Delve into the darkness of the web,

Nothing matters so these sins count for nothing.

...
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Nothing remedies the dread but these drugs,
I’ve developed a tolerance for the wrong thing,

Not the agony, but the substances,
Nothing ever changes,

I’m insatiable, 
I eat and eat my sadness and I’m never full,

I gain the weight of self-hate,
This depressive episode, I want to turn off,

I can’t turn my mind off,
The moments where I want to off myself are often,

Can’t find my purpose,
Can’t find the controller,

Everything is out of my control,
I let life take me wherever, 

I have no goal,
I’ve become a lost soul,

I just want my mind to shut down,
I head downtown,
Devoid of feeling,
I’ve hit a ceiling,

And now... 

I’m looking down.
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Eleven.

The view is nice,
My viewpoint of life is unpleasant,

Of life, there’s no point,
On the edge, I’m hesitant,

No one’s around telling me I can’t,
No one’s ever been around,
Why would they be now?

No one cares,
Free fall speed, there will be no air,

So, I’ll probably die before I hit the floor,
That’d be nice,

Then I’d no longer feel any more pain,
I can’t take any more of the same,

Life was never fair,
Equality is a lie,

Some have advantages others don’t have,
Most take it for granted,

All these wasted conversations in my head,
No one cared for my opinions,

Using aliases on the internet was my only outlet,
I would talk to myself into the ether,

No one heard me on there either,
Fuck!

None of this matters!

They love to say, “Misery loves company.”
But little do they know...

That’s the only thing that’s ever kept me company.

This killer urge to jump off,
I’m on the brink,

My depression weighs on me, 
My legs are giving in,
My body is shaking,

I don’t know why it’s taking me so long,
I need to leave this earth,

That has caused me to suffer since birth.

...
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...

I lean my body forward as I get ready to plunge myself,
My foot is already off the ledge,

I hesitate — I lose balance…

In that instant — thoughts of my mom’s eyes flashed before mine, 
Her tears pouring like the blood of my body would on the pavement,

Then, appear my dad’s eyes of disappointment,
Hurting my parents was never my intent.

All of that immediately put a dent in my suicidal thoughts,
I’ve suffered dearly but I don’t want my parents to,

I’ve only ever wanted to make them proud,
I’ve felt like a failure my whole life,

There’s still life left to live.

Erratic is my heartbeat,
As I looked down at the street,
I stepped down from the edge,

Looked down at my feet,
I can’t let depression beat me,

Something I’d have to battle daily,
Bittersweet, that it took looking down at the concrete,

Where death I’d meet,
In order to appreciate my family,

Even if at the end of the day,
That’s just me.
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Twelve.

It’s only me.

I was born alone, I’ll die alone,
I must get used to living alone,

Make a home out of me,
Because I have to live with myself every day,

The struggle daily,
It has been rough building the mental capacity,

To handle this mental battle,
But I feel better,

I never told anyone about my suicide attempt,
I’d rather avoid the bombardment of questions and fake care,

It’s something I probably won’t ever share,
I have to be aware that no one can save me,

Everyone’s drowning in their own ways,
No one wants to have to deal with being the savior.

Here I am,
Outwitting the devil that’s present in my subconscious,

That forces you to remain aimless,
Having you chase what is pointless,

That leaves no benefit in your long-term life,
I’ve never wanted to live long term,

So, I never cared... 
But I want to live at least longer than my parents,

Then it won’t matter,
I don’t really have a plan yet,

But a definitive purpose within is needed,
It starts with breaking my bad habits,

Mastery over self,
Mastery of my own insanity,

If I don’t, I’ll fall back into the same patterns,
Then, back to the walking dead that I was,

Only to have this daunting internal question,
Am I here?

...
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...

Before I meet my eternal rest,
I want to at least try my best,

Make myself visible to the world,
I’ve been unseen for too long,
Make a statement with my life,

Rid myself of my anxiety,
No longer exist in fear,

Show everyone that overlooked me,
That they were wrong,

I want to make myself known,
That on this earth...

I am here.
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Thirteen.

I started eating better,
But there are days that the depression drowns me,

So, I drown myself with food,
That makes me feel better,

Until it doesn’t and I feel horrible,
Then the cruel emotion of feeling awful creeps, 

The cycle is once again ready to repeat,
Back I go to indulge and never stop what I eat.

This horrendous battle that no one else sees,
Where every day there are casualties,

My hopes dying each moment, 
I’m stuck… you know what?

Fuck this.

I’m tired of playing victim.
Seeking this pity from everybody as if they owe me that,

I’m sick of my own cycles,
After all this, I still expect it to happen overnight,

All these countless sleepless nights,
I need to fix my sleep schedule,

I need to lift more than just my morale,
I need to feed myself more than just what’s healthy but also positivity,

I need to understand women aren’t the root of my issues — it’s me,
How long can I play this game with myself where I don’t get better?

I need help.
But I’m too proud to admit it.

...
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I’m sick of my own shit.
That radical breakthrough within is what shifted me inside,
I can no longer abide to these vices and psychological crises,

That’s all it took.

No long speeches, nothing motivational,
Just when I got tired of myself being down in the dumps and obese,

All I want is the world war within my subconscious to come to peace,
Tired of being chained to my depression,

I need a release from it all,
I need to elevate beyond self-hate,

Where I can learn to love for the first time,
I’ve never known love,

But maybe it can happen within,
That’s when life for me will finally begin.
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Fourteen.

Everything activates with discipline,
I didn’t know I had so much power,

Until I took power into my own hands,
Realized the capabilities I had in my own creativity,

The potential in my talents,
My journey had been nothing but melancholy,

I have the power to change the rest of my story,
No longer living carelessly — only purposely,

Gracefully, I have begun embracing the entropy,
I’ve begun understanding that women are the Yin in the duality,

How much I’ve grown is beyond me.

...
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...

I’m starting to enjoy this world,
That alone is a victory.
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Fifteen.

I was just a lost boy looking for love,
In a world that never saw my existence,

I learned through pain — how to understand patience,
Understanding that the pressure as a man is immense,

Our whole existence carries a burden to perform,
To never conform to minor goals,
With that, we must build a legacy,

Hopefully, that leads to building a family,
But ultimately, I need to build myself. 

I got tired of the hurt,
I took the red pill,

Found the will to live,
I saw the reality of life,

The red dresses were no longer distracting,
I was on a mission,

I put myself first for the first time in my life,
Everything started glitching,
Everything started changing,

The change within caused change outwardly,
Onward — I was in my journey of self-discovery.

I was born alone,
I thought I was destined to be forever alone.

To be tied to the dependency of others...
Is no different than being tied to the vices I used to have.

At the end of it all,
All I have is me.

...
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...

I’ve learned to accept that I am an individual,
I was wired to be desired,

I strive to be admired,
Everything I’ve ever aspired to be is happy,

Even in a world of loneliness,
You can find connection to those who’ve felt the same pain.

I’ve come a long way since my life was a mess,
Where I’ve begun to progress — for me, only me,

Where I’ve finally developed a plan,
Where I’ve become obsessed,

Where I’ve fallen in love with the success,
Where I’ve finally become a man,

Where the first person I’m destined to impress is… 

Me.

Never again will I have to feel lonely.


